LEDUC-WETASKIWIN - TODAY'S OIL BULLETIN MAP SUPPLEMENT.

The virgin territory west and south of the City of Edmonton has been receiving considerable attention the past year from the Independent teams of ANGLO CANADIAN OIL, HORSO OIL, and C. & E. CORPORATION (which has been conducting geological studies on a large reservoir west of the city); IMPERIAL OIL LTD (which has been engaged in geological and seismograph work surrounding Edmonton and extending to its south and west); and McCOIL-FRONTENAC OIL COMPANY (which has been carrying out geological and seismograph work on a large reservoir south of Edmonton).

Yesterday (See Daily Oil Bulletin, Oct. 29th) this exploration program brought announce results of the first 'deep test' drilling for this region - McCOIL-FRONTENAC announcing a show in the WETASKIWIN area. IMPERIAL OIL a test near LEDUC. Both ventures plan to test all formations down to and including the Devonian, will likely complete in the 6,500-9,000 ft range. Both are on Seismograph-indicated structures.

Today's "Oil Bulletin" Map Supplement is designed to show development to date, reservation ownership, and general lay-out of the virgin territory involved in the important new development.

MCCOLL-FRONTENAC & UNION OF CALIFORNIA move north-west for next 'NORTH PINHORN' OIL TEST.

The MCCOLL-FRONTENAC OIL COMPANY and UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA team is stepping up its program of exploration for oil west of Edmonton. The two companies are teaming up to explore the north-western area, including the WETASKIWIN region, for potential oil reserves.